Introduction
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has several desirable attributes, such as high immunity to inter-symbol interference, robustness with respect to multi-path fading, and ability for high data rates, all of which are making OFDM to be incorporated in wireless standards like IEEE 802.11a/g/n WLAN and ETSI terrestrial broadcasting. However one of the major problems posed by OFDM is its high Peak-to-Average-Power Ratio (PAPR), which seriously limits the power efficiency of the transmitter's High Power Amplifier (HPA). This is because PAPR forces the HPA to operate beyond its linear range with a consequent nonlinear distortion in the transmitted signal. One of good solutions to mitigate this nonlinear distortion is put a Pre-Distorter before the High Power Amplifier and increase linear dynamic range up to a saturation region (1) (2) (3). However, the main disadvantage of Pre-Distorter technique is that these PD techniques only work in a limited range, that is, up to the saturation region of the amplifier. In this situation, Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) reduction techniques which pull down high PAPR of OFDM signal to an acceptable range can be a good complementary solution. Due to practical importance of this, there are various PAPR reduction techniques for OFDM signals (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Among them, the PTS (Partial Transmit Sequence) technique is very promising because it does not give rise to any signal distortion (9) . However, its high complexity makes it difficult to use in a practical system. To solve the complexity problem of the PTS technique, Cimini and Sollenberger proposed an iterative flipping algorithm (10) . Even though the iterative flipping algorithm greatly reduces the complexity of the PTS technique, there is still some performance gap between the ordinary PTS and the iterative flipping algorithm. In this chapter, we propose an enhanced version of the iterative flipping algorithm to reduce the performance gap between the iterative flipping algorithm and the ordinary PTS technique. In the proposed algorithm, there is an adjustable parameter to allow a performance/complexity trade-off. 
OFDM and Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR)
An OFDM signal of N subcarriers can be represented as
where T s is the duration of the OFDM signal and f k = k T s . The high PAPR of the OFDM signal arises from the summation in the above IDFT expression. The PAPR of the OFDM signal in the analog domain can be represented as
Nonlinear distortion in HPA occurs in the analog domain, but most of the signal processing for PAPR reduction is performed in the digital domain. The PAPR of digital domain is not necessarily the same as the PAPR in the analog domain. However, in some literature (11) (12) (13) , it is shown that one can closely approximate the PAPR in the analog domain by oversampling the signal in the digital domain. Usually, an oversampling factor L = 4i s sufficient to satisfactorily approximate the PAPR in the analog domain. For these reasons, we express PAPR of the OFDM signal as follows.
Existing PTS Techniques
The PTS technique is a powerful PAPR reduction technique first proposed by Muller and Huber in (9) . Thereafter various related papers have been published. In this section, we show two representative PTS techniques, the original PTS technique and Cimini and Sollenberger's iterative flipping technique (10). 
Ordinary PTS Technique
A block diagram of the PTS technique is shown in Figure 1 . The algorithm of the original PTS technique can be explained as follows. First, the signal vector is partitioned into M disjoint subblocks which can be represented as
All the subcarrier positions which are presented in other subblocks must be zero so that the sum of all the subblocks constitutes the original signal, i.e,
Each subblock is converted through IDFT into an OFDM signal x m with oversampling, which can be represented as
where L is the oversampling factor. After that, each subblock is multiplied by a different phase factor b m to reduce PAPR of the OFDM signal. The phase set can be represented as
where W is the number of phases. Because of the high computational complexity of the PTS technique, one generally uses only a few phase factors. The choice, b m ∈{ ± 1, ±j}, is very interesting since actually no multiplication is performed to rotate the phase (14) . The peak value optimization block in Figure 1 iteratively searches the optimal phase sequence which shows minimum PAPR. Finding optimal PAPR using PTS PAPR reduction technique can be represented as
This process usually requires large computational power. After finding the optimal phase sequence which minimizes PAPR of the OFDM signal, all the subblocks are summed as in the last block of Figure 1 with multiplication of the optimal phase sequence. Then the transmit sequence can be represented as
Here we assume
is an optimal phase set which gives minimum PAPR among various phase sets.
Iterative Flipping PTS Technique
Cimini and Sollenberger's iterative flipping technique is developed as a sub-optimal technique for the PTS algorithm. In their original paper (10), they only use binary weighting factors. That is b m = 1orb m = −1. These can be expanded to more phase factors. The algorithm is as follows. After dividing the data block into M disjoint subblocks, one assumes that
for all of subblocks and calculates PAPR of the OFDM signal. Then one changes the sign of the first subblock phase factor from 1 to -1 (b 1 = −1), and calculates the PAPR of the signal again. If the PAPR of the previously calculated signal is larger than that of the current signal, keep b 1 = −1. Otherwise, revert to the previous phase factor, b 1 = 1. Suppose one chooses b 1 = −1. Then the first phase factor is decided, and thus kept fixed for the remaining part of the algorithm. Next, we follow the same procedure for the second subblock. Since one assumed all of the phase factors were 1, in the second subblock, one also changes b 2 = 1tob 2 = −1, and calculates the PAPR of the OFDM signal. If the PAPR of the previously calculated signal is larger than that of the current signal, keep b 2 = −1. Otherwise, revert to the previous phase factor, b 2 = 1. This means the procedure with the second subblock is the same as that with the first subblock. One continues performing this procedure iteratively until one reaches the end of subblocks (M th subblock and phase factor b M ). A similar technique was also proposed by Jayalath and Tellambura (16) . The difference between the Jayalath and Tellambura's technique and that of Cimini and Sollenberger is that, in the former, the flipping procedure does not necessarily go to the end of subblocks (M th block). To reduce computational complexity, the flipping is stopped before the end of the entire procedure if the desired PAPR OFDM signal achieved at that point.
Enhanced Iterative Flipping PTS Technique
In this section, we present an Enhanced Iterative Flipping PTS (defined by EIF-PTS) technique which is a modified version of the Cimini and Sollenberger's Iterative Flipping PTS (IF-PTS) technique. We use, in this chapter, 4 phase factors to reduce the PAPR of the OFDM signal, that is, W = 4 (b m ∈{±1, ±j}).
As explained earlier, in the iterative flipping algorithm, one keeps only one phase set in each subblock. Even though the phase set chosen in the first subblock shows minimum in the first subblock, that is not necessarily minimum if we allow it to change until we continue the procedure up to the end subblock. The basic idea of our proposed algorithm is that we keep more phase factors in the first subblock rather than keep only one phase factor, and delay the final decision to the end of subblock. We can choose the number of phase factors that we will keep by adjusting a parameter, S where S is the number of phase factors which we will keep in the first subblock. The larger S, the better performance we get but with higher complexity. At the end of application of this procedure up to the end subblock for respectively S 1 , S 2 , S 3 and S 4 , there will be four sequencesS 1 ,S 2 ,S 3 andS 4 , each having respectively b 1i for the first sbublock ofS i , and different phases generated by the application of the IF procedure to each of the four sequences. At the conclusion of this procedure, the EIF-PTS algorithm chooses theS i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 which gives rise to the lowest PAPR. For the clarity, we provide an example in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 .
www.intechopen.com In summary, we perform following procedure to efficiently improve the iterative flipping algorithm.
1. Choose the parameter, S to decide how many phase factors we will keep in the first subblock depending on the performance/complexity, where 1 ≤ S ≤ W.
2. Keep the S phase sequences which show minimum PAPRs in the first subblock.
3. From each node which was kept in the first subblock, do iterative flipping algorithm until you reach the end of subblock.
4. At the end of subblock, find the phase sequence and signal which show minimum PAPR and choose it as a final decision.
It is also worth noting that when S = 1, the proposed algorithm is equivalent to the iterative flipping algorithm.
Simulation Results and Discussion
In this section, we show simulation results of the proposed EIF (Enhanced Iterative Flipping) PTS algorithm. We use 16QAM OFDM with N = 64 subcarriers. We divide the one signal block as M = 4 adjacent/disjoint subblocks and use W = 4 (b m ∈{ ± 1, ±j}) phase factors. We oversampled the data by L = 4 to estimate PAPR of the continuous time signal. The first simulation result is shown in Figure 3 . In this figure, the x-axis denotes PAPR value in dB scale while the y-axis, the respective Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) or www.intechopen.com
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Given:
• The number of subblocks, M = 4.
• 4 phase factors, b 11 = 1, b 12 = −1, b 13 = j, b 14 = −j.
Step 0:
• Choose S = 2.
Step I-a:
• Complete PAPR for four sequences S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 , each multiplied respectively by the respective phase factor to the first subblock. The phases for successive blocks are indicated below.
Step I-b:
• Choose 2 sequences corresponding to the lowest PAPR. Assume they are S 2 and S 3 , so we have (1) clipping probability. As we can see in Figure 3 , the proposed algorithm reduces the PAPR of the OFDM signal by more than 2 dB at the 0.1% of CCDF. The performance degradation between the EIF-PTS and ordinary PTS is only less than 0.5dB. The complexity of ordinary PTS can be represented as
The number of iterations of ordinary PTS = W
In this chapter, we assume the complexity is only dependent on the number of iterations. The reason, for the number of iterations of ordinary PTS is W M−1 , and not W M is that ordinary PTS can fix the phase factor of the first subblock without any performance penalty. The complexity www.intechopen.com
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Step II-a:
• From now on we use the Cimini-Sollenberger procedure with the first element of S 2 and S 3 kept fixed.
• Form sequences.
Step II-b:
• Step III-a:
• Form sequences 
We organize complexities of the proposed Enhanced Iterative Flipping (EIF) PTS and ordinary PTS in Table 4 . The proposed EIF-PTS algorithm also can fix the first subblock (F-EIF-PTS).
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Step III-b:
• Suppose that S 232 and S 314 have lowest PAPR.
Step IV-a:
• Form sequences
Step IV-b:
• From the first 4, select the one with lowest PAPR, say S 2323 .D o the same among the remaining 4. Say it is S 3142 . Then you have
Step V:
• Select the one with the lowest PAPR in Step IV. Say it is S 3142 .
• Final solution, S 3142 = {j,1,−j, −1} Table 4 . Comparison of complexities between EIF-PTS and Ordinary PTS However, in this case, we get some performance penalty. The simulation results and comparison of complexity of this case is in Figure 4 and Table 5 . It is obvious that, in this case, we can www.intechopen.com 
This fixed technique, which we call F-EIF-PTS, is needed if we try to send SI (Side Information) to the receiver. To embed SI, at least one block of phase should not be changed.
Number of iterations EIF-PTS, S = 1 10 EIF-PTS, S = 2 16 EIF-PTS, S = 3 22 EIF-PTS, S = 4 28 Ordinary PTS 64 Table 5 . Comparison of complexities between EIF-PTS and Ordinary PTS, when the first phase factor is fixed as 1
Now we increase the number of subblocks from M = 4toM = 8. In Figure 5 , as an ordinary PTS approximation, we refer (15) . The performance gap is larger than that of the previous case (M = 4). However, the complexity gap is much larger than the performance gap. The comparison of the complexity is provided in Table 6 . The performance difference between EIF-PTS, S = 4 and ordinary PTS is less Table 6 . Comparison of complexities between EIF-PTS and Ordinary PTS, M = 8 than 1 dB at 0.1% of CCDF. However, we get this performance with only 88/16384 = 0.54% of computational complexity by using the proposed algorithm. The complexity will be further reduced, if we use the simple adaptive technique which was proposed in (16) .
To visualize the increase of complexity, we provide two figures, Figure 6 and Figure 7 . We use (17) and (18) to plot Figure 6 and Figure 7 . As the number of subblocks or phase factors is increased, the complexity of ordinary PTS technique is increased dramatically. However, the complexity of the proposed EIF-PTS technique is not increased so dramatically when compared with the ordinary PTS technique.
Power Spectral Density Analysis
In this subsection, we present Power Spectral Density (PSD) analysis of the proposed algorithm. To show spectral leakage, we combine an ideal Pre-Distorter (PD) with High Power www.intechopen.com Amplifier (HPA), as we did in (1) . Thus the amplitude transfer function becomes a Soft Envelope Limiter (Please refer (1)). That is, the transfer function is linear up to a certain range and beyond that range, the signal is clipped. The spectral leakage is due to this clipping process.
In Figure 8 , we use M = 4 subblocks and set Input Back-Off (IBO) = 8 dB. As we can see, without performing any PAPR reduction technique, even though we use an ideal PD and set high IBO which reduces power efficiency, we cannot avoid large spectral leakage. The proposed EIF-PTS algorithm can significantly reduce the spectral leakage and moreover it can also adjust the performance by adjusting the parameter, S. If we increase the number of subblocks from M = 4toM = 8, we can get better performance even though we reduce the IBO from 8 to 7 (Figure 9 ).
Conclusion
One of the major problems associated with OFDM is its high PAPR. In this chapter, we proposed an enhanced version of the iterative flipping algorithm to efficiently reduce the PAPR of OFDM signal. There is an adjustable parameter so that one can choose based on performance/complexity trade-off. Simulation results show that this new technique gives good performance with significantly lower complexity compared with the ordinary PTS technique.
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